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Oral history is as old as history itself and might be considered the first ‘kind’ of history. 
The extensive modern use of the term ‘oral history’ is however relatively new, certainly 
when it comes to the historiography of modern architecture. Even though this novel 
research method has brought about a significant expansion of the existing canon of 
modern architecture, its use within the discipline of architectural history and – theory 
is not (yet?) set in stone and research results are consequently widely diverging. This 
conference aims to on the one hand explore issues of knowledge-generation relating to 
modern architecture through the use of oral history and on the other hand problematize 
the ‘operational’ aspects of this methodology within the discipline.

Questions include, but are not limited to: What specific types of information are 
disclosed through the implementation of oral history in architectural historiography that 
would have otherwise remained unknown? How do oral histories ‘form’ and ‘endure’ 
over time and how does this differ from the construction of ‘written histories’? Does the 
oral history interview minimize the role of the architectural historian and offer a more 
‘authentic account’? Does the popularity of oral history feed into the critical regionalism-
bias, offering a more diversified and often more place-based understanding of post-war 
modernism or, does it conversely support claims of growing globalization in modern 
architecture? How might oral history unsettle the very foundations of architectural 
historiography, for instance, does ‘reliability’ become an irrelevant concept or are these 
oral accounts in fact more rich, nuanced and idiosyncratic? And what role does oral 
history assume within the architectural archive?

From an operational point of view, the oral history method also gives rise to a set of 
questions that mainly relate to the positioning of the interviewer vis-à-vis the interviewee. 
It is common knowledge that up until the 1970s architecture was a largely male-dominated 
profession. In recent decades however women have become much more visible in the 
discipline, not only in the architectural practice, but also in architectural history. Many 
women are – by extension – involved in oral history projects, which leads us to question 
what the importance is of (what might be called) the ‘erotics’ of oral history methodologies, 
especially if it is (young) women interviewing elderly men. Beyond sexual dynamics, how 
are these oral histories affected by cultural or political differences between the interviewer 
and the interviewee? In short, what does oral history contribute to the understanding of 
modern architecture and how much might be ‘lost in conversation’?

Lost in Conversation
Constructing the Oral History of Modern Architecture
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9.00 / 9.30:  registration

9.30 / 10.00:   Deborah van der Plaat     
  Architectural History, Oral History and Gender?

10.00 / 10.20:  Silvia Micheli
  Narrate, uomini, la vostra storia
  Reassessing an Understanding of 1960s and 1970s Italian Architecture
10.20 / 10.40:  Louise Stevenson
  Re-constructing Colonial Modern Architecture in the Pacific: 
  Conversations with my Father
10.40 / 11.00:  discussion

11.00 / 11.30:  coffee break

11.30 / 11.50:  Julia Gatley
  Life at the Rotherham House in the 1950s and 1960s
11.50 / 12.10:  Adele Leah
  Housing Analysis: Learning from Oral Interviews
12.10 / 12.30:  discussion

12.30 / 14.00:  lunch break

14.00 / 14.20:  Sara Lee
  Taiwan: Cities between Worlds
  Drawing between Memory, Domesticity and the City
14.20 / 14.40:  Janina Gosseye
  Paten House, 1963-’67: A Client’s Story
14.40 / 15.00:  discussion

15.00 / 15.30:  coffee break

15.30 / 15.50:  Hannah Lewi
  Scene 5: Cut to Interview with the Designer Smoking his Pipe
15.50 / 16.10:  Naomi Stead
  Architectural Testimony, Account, and Confession: 
  The Privacy and Publicity of Oral Histories in Architecture
16.10 / 16.30:  discussion

17.00 / 18.00:  film screening
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The Historiography of Australian Architecture. A Gendered Practice?

Deborah van der Plaat

This paper considers whether the historiography of Australian architecture is a gendered 
practice. While gender is an issue that has received significant attention in relation to the practice 
of architecture, both in terms of the participation of women, and in reclaiming the lost work of 
women architects in new histories on architecture, the role and impact of gender on the writing 
of histories on architecture (in Australia or elsewhere) has yet to be examined. 

The paper draws initially on a response/report received by the author (and her colleagues) in 
recent round of ARC funding (2013). The author of the report had divided the current practice 
of historiography on Australian architecture into three geographical nodes or centres located 
at the University of Melbourne, the University of Queensland and Griffith University (also in 
Queensland). The research output from each of these centres was in turn collapsed into the 
work of a single male entity that could be associated with each centre. This claim was made 
despite the fact that the majority of the scholars listed on the application were currently working 
out of the identified centres, the primary citations given in the application that stemmed from 
these centres had women as the sole or lead author, and that the majority of the applicants 
on the proposal were also women. The primary criticism or concern expressed by the report 
(somewhat ironically), was the methodological variation represented by each centre would be 
lost if the project proceeded as it united researchers from the three centres identified in the report. 

While is it easy to dismiss the report as the ‘misguided’ sentiments of a single reviewer the 
report does raise an interesting question. Can the historiography of Australian architecture 
be attached to a specific gender? Does the output of specific centres, both historically and 
in the present day, represent a gendered practiced? If so, what are the implications of such 
relationships for Australian architectural historiography and how best can these be mapped. 
Set against such observations, where does the practice of oral history fit in? What contribution 
has the oral historian made to the telling of Australia’s architectural history, does the latter 
represent an alternative mode of historiography, and does it reveal a different gender dynamic? 

Deborah van der Plaat is a Research Fellow and ResTeach Affiliated academic with the Architecture 
Theory Criticism History Research Centre at the University of Queensland (AUS). From 2009-2011 
she was the recipient of the UQ Postdoctoral Fellowship for Women to work on the project, Tropical 
environments and Queensland architecture (1850-1914): building historical understandings of the 
culture of architecture and climate change. She is co-editor of the book Skyplane (2009) and has 
published essays in various books. Since 2010, she was an editor of Fabrications, Journal of the 
Society of Architectural Historians, Australia and New Zealand.
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Narrate, uomini, la vostra storia
Reassessing an understanding of 1960s and ‘70s Italian architecture 

“Narrate, uomini, la vostra storia” [Narrate, men, your story] is the title of the oral history 
component of the major research project “Italia 60/70. Una stagione dell’architettura” 
[Italy 60/70. A time of architecture] led at Polytechnic of Milan between 2005 and 2010. 
Thirteen architects, belonging to the groups “La Tendenza” and “I Radicals”, were 
selected and invited to publically provide their account of the period; a sort of “call for 
confession”. All were asked to talk individually about their experience as designers and/
or University Professors, according to a precise set of questions, including their activity 
at university, the books and journals they read, their international references and key 
projects. The result was an extraordinary network of subjective histories, converging on 
the same cultural ground. The talks, understood as both rich sources of information and 
partial interpretations of the time, were turned into first-hand documents, published and 
recognized as indicative sources for producing critical texts.

This paper seeks to give an account of how the oral history project “Narrate, uomini, 
la vostra storia” provided an instrument to capture the “spirit of the time” and gave a 
means to reassess critical understanding of a controversial period in Italian architectural 
culture that had previously gone without a comprehensive analytical overview. Placing 
La Tendenza and I Radicals architects within the same historical frame for the first time, 
the project brought a substantial advance to knowledge of the period, demonstrating 
how these two major groups of architects, previously considered opposed, were actually 
relatively similar in their aims, providing solutions to common problems but towards 
diverse outcomes. The paper will also highlight how this oral history project has not 
minimized the role of architectural historians but has proven an excellent research tool, 
complementary to more established historical methods.

Silvia Micheli

Silvia Micheli is a Postdoctoral Research Fellow at the University of Queensland’s School of Architecture 
and is a member of the ATCH research centre. Between 2008 and 2012 Silvia was Adjunct Professor 
at Polytechnic of Milan. She received her PhD in 2007 at the Department of History of Architecture 
and Urbanism at IUAV, Venice. Among her books are: Storia dell’architettura italiana 1985-2015 (Turin, 
2013), with M. Biraghi; Erik Bryggman (1891-1955). Architettura moderna in Finlandia (Rome, 2009) 
and Lo spettacolo dell’architettura. Profilo dell’archistar (Milan 2003), with G. Lo Ricco. She co-edited 
Italia 60/70. Una stagione dell’architettura (Padua, 2010).
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Re-constructing Colonial Modern Architecture in the Pacific: 
Conversations with my Father
Louise Stevenson

This paper restages an encounter between my father and his experiences as an architect 
in the British Colonial Service in 1950s Lagos, Nigeria and 1960s Honiara, Solomon 
Islands. Using both my father’s and my own film and photography this contemporary 
restaging provokes questions via the agency of oral history to form alternative narratives 
of modern architecture in the Pacific. 

In her recent book Third World Modernism Duangfang Lu states ‘canonical architectural 
historiography has universalised experiences with modernity that were actually peculiar 
to the Euro-American context.’ Further to this, my paper asks how do the diverse 
trajectories developed in third world countries embody differing perspectives on the 
progression and failure of modernism? At the intersection of tropical and colonial-
modern discourses what are the implications for constructing postcolonial architectural 
historiographies? 

The documented buildings, secondary and technical training schools, represent 
paradigm shifts in colonial-modern attitude and contemporary postcolonial usage. 
While this presentation discusses a singular personal oral history and idiosyncratic 
artistic methodology, it also encompasses the postcolonial concerns in Arnold, Ergut 
and Ozkaya’s Rethinking Architectural Historiography 2006. In relation to this, are the 
interstitial silences in a conversation defined by what they are not? Is something ‘lost’ 
or does it remain ‘other’ to prompt alternative architectural narratives? 

Louise Stevenson is a Doctorate of Fine Arts candidate at the Elam School of Fine Art, University 
of Auckland. Via multipart film and photographic projects she investigates colonial legacies in the 
Solomon Islands and its intersections with contemporary postcolonial circumstances in the Pacific 
region. Her doctoral research is entitled Colonial-Modern Architecture in the Pacific: Entangled 
Narratives of British Colonial Buildings in Honiara, Solomon Islands. Recent exhibitions include Images 
and Islands, Mangere Arts Centre, Auckland 2013 and Solomon Islands National Library, Auckland City 
Library 2013. Louise currently teaches at the Elam School of Fine Arts, University of Auckland. 
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Life at the Rotherham House in the 1950s and 1960s

In its guide to recording oral history, New Zealand’s Ministry for Culture and Heritage 
identifies the value of oral history in enriching published records with eyewitness 
accounts and insight, and personal perceptions, thoughts and feelings.

This paper uses oral history to enrich the published record of one of New Zealand’s 
best, and best known, modern houses, the Rotherham House in the Auckland suburb 
of Stanley Bay. Bruce Rotherham of Group Architects designed and built the house for 
himself and his young family in 1951-52. He then left New Zealand in 1955, settling 
in London. After his departure, ownership of the house was transferred to his wife, 
Elizabeth Rotherham, and she lived in it on and off with their two children, Ann and 
Jeremy, until 1967 when she sold it.

Published records of the house focus on its radical (‘experimental’) design – it is a 
double-height volume with a centrally located stairwell leading to a mezzanine bedroom 
without balustrades or handrails, just upturned sides – and on the death of a man there 
in 1962: Leon Lesnie fell from the mezzanine, having been caught in bed with his lover, 
Marie McMahon, by her husband. 

This paper uses oral history to shift the reputation and association of the house from 
death to life. In particular, it tells Jeremy Rotherham’s story of growing up in a house so 
different from established norms. It also reflects on methodology and the specifics of the 
author-interviewee relationship: Jeremy is my partner; I am entangled in the Rotherham 
House story. My telling of it does not follow the recommended oral history approach 
of ethics approval, formal interviews and transcription. Rather, it draws from multiple 
conversations and from a wealth of memory and information to which a scholar would 
not normally have access.

Julia Gatley is a senior lecturer in the School of Architecture and Planning at the University of Auckland. 
She is author of Athfield Architects (AUP, 2012) and editor of Group Architects: Towards a New Zealand 
Architecture (AUP, 2010) and Long Live the Modern: New Zealand’s New Architecture, 1904-1984 
(AUP, 2008). Julia has also published her research in The Journal of Architecture, Planning Perspectives, 
Fabrications and Interstices. She has co-edited Interstices and is currently, with Deborah van der Plaat, 
a co-editor of Fabrications.

Julia Gatley
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Housing Analysis: Learning from Oral Interviews

Adele Leah, Brenda Vale & Nigel Isaacs

This paper presents findings from the analysis of seventeen recorded oral interviews 
undertaken with elderly men and women willing to share memories of their housing and 
lifestyle in New Zealand during the 1930s and 1940s. The interviews are part of a much 
larger study in which three groups of case study houses (CSH) have been investigated, 
in order to develop and test a hybrid analysis method for housing (HAMH).

The interviews have been used to construct a picture of how people used to live, and also 
to gain an insight into common attitudes towards housing during this period. Fourteen 
interviews with present occupants of the CSH explore how these houses have been 
adapted to suit the lifestyle of different inhabitants and paint a picture of present day 
occupant use. The method of recruitment of interviewees and details of the interviews 
including the interview structure and topics for discussion is outlined, together with the 
method of analysis and the compilation of data.

This paper concludes by suggesting that oral interviews are a valuable method of 
recording architectural history, particularly when used in conjunction with other 
forms of data collection such as photographic and measured surveys, despite concerns 
regarding what might be ‘lost in conversation’.

Adele graduated from the University of Liverpool (UK) in 1998 and is a British qualified architect.  After 
spending several years running her own business she joined Tarpey Woodfine Architects (Staffordshire, 
UK) in 2006 where she spent five years working on a range of small to medium-sized new build and 
refurbishment projects for both public and private sector clients.  In 2011, Adele commenced study on 
a PhD in Architecture at Victoria University of Wellington (NZ) where she is involved in the delivery of 
courses in sustainability, building construction and project management.  
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Taiwan: Cities between Worlds
Drawing between Memory, Domesticity and the City
Sara Lee

Cities in Taiwan are multifaceted entities produced by unique colonial histories shaped from the 
17th century. Taiwan presents a cross-cultural image, an urbanism that documents a process of 
architectural making and unmaking between colonial powers. This paper will investigate with 
drawings, writing and design, the history and influences of urban structures in Taiwan, between 
in the period from 1949 to 1979, looking for productive urban solutions for cities today.

This period demonstrates effects of colonial and postcolonial urbanism and indicates various 
cultural difficulties and social and economic issues that contributed to the everyday living situations 
within cities today. This is also an important period to examine the experiential environments of 
the city because of the diversity of domestic conditions. The experiential qualities of the cities will 
be considered through interpretive drawings of case studies in order to investigate the condition 
of postwar domestic situations and the consequent everydayness of the city.

The drawings of the selected case studies reinterpret quotidian postwar conditions from 
oral histories, photographs, and site measurement in attempt to reconstruct the demolished 
domesticities (1950s), vanishing domestic urbanisms (1960-70s) and to understand the 
effects of the past relationships on the present day everydayness between domesticity and 
the city (2008). Oral history adds an additional perspective to the formally documented 
history, and exposes the case studies to be interpreted through drawings. It also generates 
spatial qualities in relationship to the ‘lived history’.

The ‘lived history’ records and gives an indication of social relationships between bodies 
and space specific to urban domestic experiences and suggests the particular quality of 
interior arrangements as a supplement to the constructed settings in the drawings. The 
domestic condition produced from oral histories indicates a linear sequence of events 
specific to personal memories, but through drawings, the described events are able to 
become recomposed enquiries into wider social conditions.

Sara Lee is undertaking an architectural PhD with Creative Practice Component at The University of 
Auckland, New Zealand. Her current research focuses on the architectural potential between domesticity 
and urbanism of postwar in the period from 1950s to 1980s. In this research, drawing becomes the 
medium to uncover past spatial condition of cities, allowing narrated events in memory to participate in 
practice. She worked as a graduate architect at Mitchell and Stout Architects since completing Master 
of Architecture in 2008 and now teaches at The University of Auckland while completing her degree.
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Paten House, 1963-67: A Client’s Story

Robert Riddel & Janina Gosseye

One day in 1953 an eager young architect, John Peter, set off with his tape recorder to talk 
to ‘the greatest architects of the twentieth century’. After many years, he realised he had 
a considerable archive of these ‘greatest architects’ and compiled 16 of the more than 70 
interviews in his collection into a book, entitled The Oral History of Modern Architecture. 
In the introduction Peter mentions that what inspired him to undertake this endeavour was 
the desire to tell the early story from within and situates his work within a tradition of 
oral history established in the U.S., which sought to ‘record the less-privileged members 
of society who had no voice in the past’. In March 1995, a few months after the book 
appeared, Julian Holder published a pulverising review in the Architects’ Journal, entitled: 
‘Modernist “heroes” with little to say’. In this piece, Holder embarks on a rampage in 
which he – largely in critique to Peter’s explanation of the book’s raison d’être – labels it 
as nothing more than hero-worship; ‘an out-of-date homage to the leaders of the Modern 
Movement and their famous – and not so famous – acolytes’. He concludes by stating that 
‘essentially “the greatest” have nothing very interesting to say’. The moral of his story 
seems to be: keep quiet. Or, as D.H. Lawrence put it: ‘Never trust the teller, trust the tale’.

So, do we now conclude that is this the end of the line for all architectural historians whose 
methodology relies heavily on oral history? This paper argues that oral history is a valuable 
methodology for modern architectural history, perhaps not particularly for narrating the story 
of high and mighty, but for recording the history of lesser-known, local architects in little 
practices all over the globe, whose work has (had) a significant impact on the contemporary 
built landscape and of their clients, who have an important stake in the building process, but 
whose voice is rarely heard. The paper substantiates this hypothesis by telling the story of the 
Patens, who in the mid 1960s commissioned Neville Lund to build them a house in The Gap 
(Brisbane). To Lund’s own admission – in a book he gave the couple, he acknowledged them 
as clients that architects only dream about – his relationship with the Patens was exceptional 
and the synergy between them led to an uncompromised design. This paper uses oral history 
to narrate the story of the building, told predominantly through the voice of the Patens, placing 
a particular emphasis on the relationship between the architect and his clients.

Janina Gosseye is a Postdoctoral Research Fellow at both TUDelft (The Netherlands) and at the 
University of Queensland (Australia). Her research focuses on post-war architecture and is situated at 
the nexus of architectural theory, cultural studies and political science. Her work has been published in 
international peer-reviewed journals, such as the Journal of Architecture, the Journal of Urban History 
and the International Journal for History, Culture & Modernity.
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Scene 5: Cut to Interview with the Professional Smoking his Pipe

Hannah Lewi

The paper will discuss how the ideals of modern architecture and planning were 
communicated and mis-communicated to public audiences in Britain through the 
documentary film medium. Films selected for analysis describe the design and 
implementation of new urban plans and public housing from the 1930s to ‘50s and 
include: ‘Housing Problems’ (1935); ‘Proud City’ (1945); ‘Land of Promise’ (1946); 
‘Five Towns’ (1947); and ‘A Plan to Work On’ (1947). Through these snapshots, 
questions will be posed as to the potential role of the documentary genre in providing 
valuable - if highly mediated - evidential documents for the architectural historian.

These films, all created within the classic style of the John Grierson-school of British 
documentary making, vary in their portrayal of the professional architect and planner. 
Techniques including the face-to-face interview, the staged meeting, the guided building 
tour and the explication of drawings and plans are all incorporated in these films, and 
will be analysed in the paper. However the direct voice of the individual architect is 
often surprisingly and strangely absent in such documentaries. This observation will 
be teased out through interrogation of scenes showing overt and oblique professional 
opinion, influence and agency. 

By way of contrast and conclusion, the persona of the architect and planner in 
contemporary documentary and tv reality films will also be touched upon, with particular 
focus on the film ‘London Utopia’ (2011). This documentary revisits the territory of 
modern planning and public housing design of the 1930s to ‘60s, and gives a platform 
for the architects involved to retrospectively express their desires, doubts and intentions.

Hannah Lewi’s research spans architecture history, heritage and new media to represent the past. She 
is the Vice-Chair of Docomomo Australia, a past President of Sahanz and on the editorial board of 
Fabrications. Recent publications include Lewi and Jordan, ‘The Shifting Ground of Commemoration 
in Suburbia’ in  New Suburban Stories (Bloomsbury, 2013) and Lewi and Nichols (eds) Community: 
Building Modern Australia (UNSW Press, 2010).
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Architectural Testimony, Account, and Confession:
The Privacy and Publicity of Oral Histories in Architecture

This paper will draw upon queer feminist theory to elucidate the significance of 
subjectivity, and intersubjective relationships, in the giving and taking of oral histories 
in architecture. Building upon literature from the fields of reflexive academic writing, 
autoethnography, life writing, and pedagogical theory, the paper will examine how 
questions of identity and gender bear upon what is said, and what can be said, by whom, 
and in what way, in the performance and performativity of the interview. Drawing on the 
work of bell hooks, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, and Rosi Braidotti, the paper will speculate 
on the affects that spin between the interviewer and the interviewed, the socially coded 
behaviours and relationships to one another, and to each’s professional, disciplinary, 
and identity position. Touching upon embodiment, sexual difference, and the poetics of 
intersubjectivity, the paper will attempt to contribute to the theory and methodology of 
oral histories in architecture, and feminist practices in and on architecture.

Naomi Stead

Dr Naomi Stead is a Senior Research Fellow in the Research Centre ATCH (Architecture Theory 
Criticism History) in the School of Architecture at the University of Queensland. She is editor of the 
book Semi-detached: Writing, representation and criticism in architecture (Uro, 2012), and co-editor of 
the scholarly journal Architectural Theory Review, as well as the award-winning online journal Parlour: 
Women, Equity, Architecture. Her scholarly work has been published in anthologies such as Critical 
Architecture (Routledge, London, 2007), Architecture and Authorship (Black Dog, London, 2007) and 
Architecture, Disciplinarity and Art (A & S Books, Ghent, 2009). She is the leader of the ARC Linkage 
project ‘Equity and Diversity in the Australian Architecture Profession: Women, Work and Leadership.’
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